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Executive Summary 

Perpetual Exchange Strategy (“PXS”) combines various strategies for 

passive income and yield-generation into one ecosystem. PXS was 

launched in 2022 even tough the plans for a project focusing on 

leveraging and optimizing yield-options has existed for a few months. But 

overall, the idea and experience goes back as far as 2017 and 2018 

were high percentage staking and masternode coins were hyped and the 

place to be for generating passive income and optimizing strategies. 

PXS’ mission is to create a system, where users don’t have to think 

about finding the best yield-generation strategies and don’t have to worry 

about restructuring strategies and investments to keep their yield as high 

as possible. Users will be able to simply by and hold the PXS token and 

enjoy the benefits of the PXS token utilities. 

The PXS token is the utility token for the PXS-project. The token will 

launch on the Ethereum mainnet as well as on the L2-solution Arbitrum. 

In the beginning both tokens will not be interchangeable but a token-

bridge is planned for the near future providing users with the opportunity 

to use whatever they want. Ultimately, the real purpose of holding the 

PXS token goes hand in hand with yield-generation profits from the 

treasury, which will be used to buyback tokens from the open market as 

well as different yield-generating possibilities for token holders such as 

liquidity staking or single token staking! 
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Introduction 

Trading, especially trading crypto currencies, is getting easier for normal 

users day by day. Either buying spot positions or even leverage trading 

is possible for everyone – in theory. There are countries restricting users 

from multiple trading platforms for various reasons, limit or block users or 

need users to verify their identity.  

This is why there came up multiple decentralized exchanges like 

Uniswap or Sushiswap, giving the possibility to trade from everywhere 

you want, not relying on centralized entities. It was just a matter of time 

that decentralized leverage trading would be possible as well and there 

popped up platforms like GMX or GNS, which are well known and trusted 

in the crypto space nowadays. 

Decentralized exchanges gave users the possibility to earn passive 

income by providing liquidity to the platforms and earning fees from 

traders. There are endless possibilities to optimize earning fees, not only 

by switching between high-volume pairs. Uniswap opened a new 

paradigm by releasing their V3 version and decentralized platforms like 

GMX or GNS started to provide even more and even better opportunities 

to earn yield. 

 

Overall, it’s possible to say, that there are more and more possibilities to 

earn rewards every day. Possibilities which can – and should be 

optimized. 
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PXS 

Perpetual Exchange Strategy 

 

PXS IN A FEW WORDS 

Decentralized exchanges, especially perpetual exchanges are offering a 

huge variety of decentralized finance products and different strategies 

can be used to optimize yield generation even tough yield strategies are 

and won't be limited to perp-dex’s only. This is where PXS comes into 

play by owning a treasury fund which accumulates over time by using 

optimized strategies and reflecting back the profits by buying back the 

PXS token.  

Therefore, anyone can simply buy and hold PXS, profiting by the 

continuous buybacks from the treasury as well as steady token burns of 

PXS. 
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TOKENOMICS 

The PXS token is available on Arbitrum! 

Total Supply: 4 000 000 $PXS 

 

Initial Dex Liquidity 1 250 000 

Liquidity Injection 250 000 

Airdrop PXS V1 836 000 

Giveaways 14 000 

Farming 750 000 

Treasury 400 000 

Team 250 000 

Additional Liquidity 250 000 
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Address list  

 

This list contains all addresses with important information about token 

locks, usage, ... (Currently the list is only valid for Arbitrum but will be valid for Ethereum as well)  

 

Deployer 

0x8899e7015a2c70E2D49f4e90Fd33110F47C3a709 

This address receives part of the transaction tax. Received funds are 

used to add liquidity, burn tokens or fund bounties or the treasury. 

 

Liquidity Lock 

0x0E219f0ABe7D3658E40Ae739697e0b2E901b63b3 

This address contains the initial liquidity tokens and is used to interact 

with the locking contracts.  

Lock: 3 months 

 

Farming 

0x8330dc39dD4C57f415d802DFF31654360B04a9bF 

This tokens will be used to fund staking or liquidity farming incentives. 

Lock: TBD 
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Treasury 

0x0029Af30b2A68B96B3167915ef91770d7dA66140 

This tokens will either be active part of the treasury and can be used to 

earn fees by providing PXS liquidity or to be used to increase the dollar-

value of the treasury. 

 

Team 

0x8899e7015a2c70E2D49f4e90Fd33110F47C3a709 

Team tokens will be used to fund operational and development costs.  

Lock: 50% for 3 months | 25% for 6 months | 25% for 12 months 

 

Airdrop 

0x662fCE5Dbf1F25AdBf8a0822d92C36D2065B772c 

This tokens are used to reward token holders, spread the word about our 

token by airdropping to various crypto users or fund giveaways and 

similar community activities. 

 

Liquidity Injection 

0x6F8E90B193327C78C40EA20AB16DEeb9A9B6922d 

This tokens are used to increase the liquidity of the PXS tokens over 

various decentralized exchanges such as Uniswap, Sushiswap or 

Camelot. 
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Treasury 

 

The treasury will constantly be rebalanced between protocols and 

strategies to maximize profits while being diversified and financially 

secured to provide a healthy long-term treasury-growth. 

Detailed information about the treasury can be found on the website and 

will constantly be refreshed. However, there’s also the possibility to 

check treasury funds on-chain by checking the treasury address. 

Treasury: 0x0029Af30b2A68B96B3167915ef91770d7dA66140 

More information about yield-generating strategies to support treasury 

and token growth are listed in the “Strategies” section of the whitepaper. 

Finally, treasury profits will be used to buy back PXS tokens and reflect 

back gains to PXS token holders. More information about this is available 

in the section “PXS token utility”. 
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Strategies 

CeDeFi 

The combination of centralized and decentralized finance systems, 

exchanges and platforms. Focusing and leveraging opportunities in 

every possible way. 

 

PERP DEX YIELD 

Decentralized perpetual exchange platforms offer multiple ways of 

generating income. This strategy focuses on optimizing and leveraging 

those platform yields trough rebalancing, restructuring and reinvesting 

treasury funds to wherever the best risk:reward ratio is available. 

 

YIELD FARMING 

There are many opportunities to earn yield like providing liquidity for a 

token and earning trading fees but also earning additional yield by either 

providing platform liquidity or earning provided liquidity incentives from 

different projects. 

 

Liquidity Optimization 

Especially with the UniswapV3 update and the possibility to provide 

concentrated liquidity to liquidity pools to optimize earnings, liquidity 

optimization has gained a lot more importance than ever before. This 

way it’s possible to earn significant higher yields than by simply providing 

liquidity on V2. However, liquidity optimization not only comes down to 

liquidity providing on Uniswap or other decentralized exchanges, but also 

to different pairs, chains, …  
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PXS Token Utility 

 

Staking Options 

PXS token holders will have the opportunity to earn additional PXS 

tokens by staking. Part of the initial tokens are set aside for providing 

those incentives over a longer period of time, while not flooding the 

market with huge amounts of newly printed tokens. However, the amount 

of tokens reserved for staking can still be topped up in the future – for 

example by using tokens bought back from the treasury or earned tokens 

from the transaction tax providing the opportunity to support staking 

options without inflating the token supply. 

 

Buybacks 

This program demonstrates the long-term vision of the PXS project by 

reinjecting treasury profits back into the PXS token. Tokens will be 

bought back from the open market periodically, depending on the profits 

generated but with the aim of weekly buybacks. Tokens purchased 

during buyback-sessions will be used to either add more liquidity, 

incentivize staking or other community activities , reduce the supply by 

burning or leverage token and platform growth. 
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PXS Token Liquidity Management 

Liquidity management is a tough topic for most DeFi-projects as most 

community members want to see locked liquidity on decentralized 

trading platforms to have some guaranteed “demand” to sell into 

whenever they want. However, because of the PXS’ tokenomics, there’s 

the possibility to constantly add more liquidity to the pools, which over 

time gives access to an amount of liquidity tokens being free to use for 

various purposes like providing liquidity on additional dex’s or adding 

additional trading pairs, encouraging project and token growth as well as 

yield-optimized provided liquidity.  
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Links 

Website: https://www.pxs.finance/ 

Twitter: https://twitter.com/perpXstrategy 

Telegram: https://t.me/pxs_community 

Discord: https://discord.gg/QtnyMQ6KXJ 
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